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Introduction
1°
The present submission is made by Infodroit.ch’s legal clinic for persons doing civil
service instead of military service1. The clinic serves soldiers and conscientious objectors alike
providing to all information by maintaining a website and through a phone and e-mail
consultancy. It provides neutral and direct orientation on the options given, as well as legal and
psychological counsel to more than 300 persons a year.
2°
This submission is supported by “Conscience and Peace Tax International2” and the
“Center for Global Nonkilling3”. These two international organizations have ECOSOC special
consultative status and are active in Geneva.
3°
Local Swiss peace and support organizations such CIVIVA4 (an organization representing
the persons doing civil service), the Center for Non-violent Action (CENAC5, who for a long
time brought support to conscientious objectors) and the Group for a Switzerland without Army6
(who did so as well) as well as various other grass-root peace organizations are made aware of
this submission and may bring their support later.
4°
The Swiss government is made aware of it through the office running the civil service7
and as accurate through other governmental services.
General situation regarding conscientious objection in Switzerland
5°
There is in Switzerland a mandatory draft for all males fit for service8.
6°
Civil service was granted to conscientious objectors by a constitutional vote in 1992 9 and
then by the law in 199610. Until 2009, their conscientiousness motives were examined by a special
commission11. Since then, doing a civil service for half longer than the time they still have to
serve in the army at the moment of their demand of admission to the civil service is considered a
sufficient “proof by the facts” of their motives12.
7°
Civil service can be asked for at any time, both from civilian life or while serving in the
army13. However, there is a few weeks delay before the admission process to the civil service is
completed, therefore making it hard to ask for from military recall periods14.
8°
Military service is usually done through an initial training period of around 5 month and
then by serving 5 to 8 recall periods of three or four weeks, usually yearly and if needed up to the

age of 34, totaling 260 days of service for soldiers. Officers and sub-officers cannot refuse
advancement and most of them are required to serve longer15.
9°
If the initial training period to military service has not been completed, the person doing
civil service must do an initial 6 month period and then short periods of at least 26 days until all
the days due are done, similarly before the age of 3416.
10°
The civil service is well accepted by the population. They are presently around 44,000
persons enlisted in the civil service17 while 167,000 are assigned to military service18.
11°
They are more than 5,000 positions available for civil service at any time, all serving
public interests, mostly in health, social, educational and emergency services, as well as in
agricultural, environmental, cultural and international cooperation programs. Various short
trainings are mandatory or available for persons doing the civil service19.
12°
However, after the suppression of the consciousness exam in 2009 and thereafter a sharp
augmentation of persons demanding the civil service (from around 2,500 in 2009 to 6,000 yearly
by now), there have been fierce debates in parliament, including to augment the length of service
or to make admission to the civil service. However, the situation is stabilized and to the exception
of the small criminalization described hereafter, no worsening of the situation is expected.
13°
Nevertheless, as we will show hereafter, improvements should be made.
Main problems encountered by conscientious objectors
Mandatory tax for those that do not serve
14°
Persons due to serve either in the military or in the service civil who do not serve for a
full year for any reasons (because the army does not call them or for personal reasons such as
studies, residing outside the country, or more rarely an impossibility to get a job leave or for
family reasons) as well as most persons unfit to serve have to pay a mandatory tax of 3% of their
revenue.
15°
The tax goes to the general budget of the State and is refunded to the persons who
complete the totality of the days they are assigned to do throughout their life.
16°
Following a judgment by the European Court of Human Rights (Gloor v. Switzerland,
200920) persons declared unfit to the army who are willing to serve, if the army can adapt to their
condition, have the possibility to do so. However, this possibility is mainly only open on an
appeal procedure, available only for 30 days after the recruitment days have taken place21. Worse
a person wanting to do so, must first demand to serve, the army must design a certain type of
service compatible with the person’s condition and only thereafter can that person, if she wants
to, ask for the civil service.
Demanding to serve instead of paying should be a simple option or demand at the recruitment, not an appeal
procedure.
Recruitment
17°
Persons wanting to do the civil service have first to be fit for the army and therefore
incorporated therein. The recruitment period, two days, is entirely under the supervision of the
army22. Presently, the army takes yearly around 65% of the men in age of serving 23. Half of the
ones it does not take are left out for psychiatric reasons, which is much more than the proportion
of persons suffering from such type of illness in civil life24. This leaves too large a margin to the
army to leave out persons that could be fit for service but that claim outright that they want to do
the civil service or that would want to serve, but in the civil service, instead of paying the tax
described above.
A civilian participation and overview of the recruitment procedure would guarantee a better access to the civil service
to those who are fit for service.

Length of service in the civil service
18°
International jurisprudence considers that the length of the civil service should not be of
punitive nature and should not excess twice as much as the military service. Switzerland has a 1.5
ratio in the law, but the facts differ from the law25. In practice, many soldiers, because of their
studies will do their initial military training period (5 months) around the age of 23 or 24. Then
they will often miss recall periods for various reasons, therefore never finishing the total amount
of days they are assigned to do before reaching the age limit, thus never having to do the leftover
days. To our knowledge, the army does not publish the number of days never accomplished or
the number of soldiers who have days dropped when they reach the age limit.
19°
Conversely, the law on the civil service is totally strict. Persons doing the civil service
must, at the age of 27, have no more than one period of 26 days to do in every remaining year
until the age of 34, otherwise they must do the excess number of days at once. It is not unusual
to see some of them face criminal charges for being late on their duties, while there is no such
offence for soldiers late on theirs.
This discrimination should be addressed.
20°
As a result, 96% of the persons doing civil service have accomplished all their days when
being liberated from the civil service26.
21°
The latest figure we have from the army dates back to 2010 and at that time only 71.8%
of the days required by soldiers were effectively done. The figure is based on the percentage of
soldiers late in their duties at any given time and not on how many days were left unaccomplished
when the soldiers were liberated, so it is only partially accurate. However indicative the figure is,
and once deducted the number of days undone at the civil service, it still gives of 2.061 ratio of
days done by persons doing the civil service: more twice as many days as the ones done by
soldiers27.
22°
So far, our clarification demands have not been met.
To be able to know if the length of the civil service is not excessive, the army should publish the number of days left
undone by soldiers.
Criminalization if not entering into military service while asking for the civil service
23°
Until the 1st of July 2016, a soldier who asked for the civil service and did not yet receive
is admission decision and did not show up to serve in the army while he still legally should,
would have benefited of an amnesty for its refusal to serve. However, the military criminal code
has recently then been amended and such a person will be fined for its refusal to serve. The
criminal code, reads (translation by the author of this submission):
“Art. 84. Failure to serve in case of admission to civilian service, duty without weapon and
inability to serve.
1. Are liable to a fine the person who commits one of the offenses set out in article 81 to 83, if
they are:
A.
Persons admitted to the civil service;
B.
Persons assigned to the unarmed service;
C.
Persons who were declared unfit for military service and who were already unfit for
committing the offense.
2. In minor cases, the offender is disciplined.
3. If the author was unable to enter service at the time of the offense, he shall not incur any
punishment.28”
The legal consultancy receives a more or less a dozen demands yearly of persons who take their
decision to ask for the civil service too late to have the admission decision taken before they
should enter the army. It is too soon to not know of any case of prosecution upon this
disposition or of the options left to demonstrate that the person is unable to enter into service at
the time the offense is committed (§ 3 of the article described above).

However, this is clearly a minor form of punishment upon some of the persons asking for the
civil service. And should they have to serve anyhow despite their consciousness motives, it is a
major infringement on their freedom of consciousness.
It is also a very pernicious legal move, because as the fines will never be higher than the legal
costs of contesting them, it would take a very dedicated (and quite rich) person to contest the fine
or the new law altogether.
Therefore, we recommend to such persons to announce their absence by mail or phone stating a moral impossibility
to show up. And to the legal authorities, we recommend to consider that the refusal to serve because of
conscientiousness motives should be considered as legitimate, including for an absence at military service.
Wage
24°
Persons doing civil service are awarded 80% of their salary as compensation29. If they did
not have a previous salary (and many persons do their civil service right after the end of their
studies, often to avoid being late on their civil service duties), then unless they prove they would
have worked if they did not have the service to do, they receive a minimum allocation that barely
covers what is considered the minimal standard of living in Switzerland. The result is having
persons serving the country and the community at large but still being in need of demanding
social welfare.
Having a count of how many of these persons face such a situation should be done and accordingly, either provide
for help directly from the organization of the civil service or give a raise of the minimum compensation awarded.
25°
Refusal to participate in the military budget
Differing from others countries we know of (Belgium30, Germany31, Great Britain32, Spain33 and
United States34), we are not aware of any persons refusing to pay the part of their taxes going to
the military budget. However, this could change in the future. Presently, the budget of the army is
6.9 % of the total federal budget35.
26°
Rehabilitation of past time convicted conscientious objectors
Until 1992, all conscientious objectors regularly served rather heavy prison sentences (between
six months and a year and half, very rarely on parole) and had because of it, they had a criminal
record. All the inscriptions in these records have by now been taken out due to the passage of
time36. Nevertheless there is something outrageous in the fact that what is presently commonly
accepted, conscientious objection and civil service has not yet been accounted for and forgiven
for the past.
A moral recognition of these persons is long overdue.
Conclusion
Considering that a civil service has been a demand in Switzerland for more than a century, the
progress of the last two decades is highly noticeable. The soon two million days of service done
by persons doing civil service are a highly needed and a well recognized contribution to public
interests and to the well-being of the people.
However, the army still holds the upper hand on the access to civil service, which is not a free
choice, but is only open to those that are found by the army fit for military service.
Further, persons doing civil service face greater economical burdens and most likely
discrimination regarding the length of their service.
Generally speaking, the civil service, as the military service, adds heavy strains on career choices
of young men, moreover if they are taught army and violence practices, rather than peacemaking.
As such, adding peace to the world rather than compromising with war and the tools of war
(armies and weapons), conscientious objectors deserve pride and honor.
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